Introduction

47
A fundamental goal in visual neuroscience is to reach a deep understanding of the neural code underlying 48 object representations; how does the brain represent objects we perceive around us? Over the years, research 49 has characterized object representations in the primate brain in terms of their content for a wide range of visual 4
Materials and Methods 87
Participants 88
The study included 16 adult volunteers (9 males; mean age, 30 years). Informed consent to take part in the 89 fMRI experiment was signed by all participants. The ethics committee of the KU Leuven approved the study.
90
For the fMRI experiment, due to excessive head motion, all data from one participant was excluded. In addition, 91 one run was excluded in two participants, and two runs were excluded in two other participants. The head 92 motion exclusion criterion was set to +/-3 mm (equal to 1 voxel size) and defined before data collection. For 93 behavioral ratings, two participants were excluded due to technical problems during data collection.
94
Stimuli 95
The stimulus set included nine different triads (27 stimuli in total), each containing: (1) one animal (e.g., a cow),
96
(2) one object (e.g., a mug), and (3) one lookalike object, which resembled the animal (e.g., a cow-shaped mug; 97 Figure 1A ). Critically, to dissociate object appearance from object identity, each stimulus in the lookalike 98 condition was matched to the inanimate objects in terms of object identity, and to the animals in terms of 99 animal appearance. That is, the lookalike and object conditions shared the same object identity, size, and other 100 object properties such as function and usage (e.g., the mug and the cow-mug). At the same time, the lookalike 101 and animal conditions shared animal appearance, but differed in animacy; the cow-mug it an object whereas the 141 activations are thresholded at zero. A softmax function is then applied to the last fully connected layer (fc8).
142
The top-5 error rate performance of this pre-trained MatConvNet model on the ILSVRC2012 validation data 143 was 9.9%.
144
GoogLeNet. Google's entry to ILSVRC2014 (Szegedy et al., 2015 . It made use of the 'Inception' module, 145 which is a technique used in early versions of Deep Neural Networks for pattern recognition, where a DNN 146 uses several sizes of kernels along with pooling concatenated within one layer, which is similar to integrating all 147 information about parts of the image (size, location, texture etc.). In addition, there is a softmax operation in 148 multiple stages of GoogLeNet, assisting the classification procedure during training along the depth levels of the 149 network. This MatConvNet pretrained model was imported from the Princeton version, not by the Google 150 team, thus there is some difference in performance to other versions probably due to parameter settings during 151 training. The top-5 error rate performance of this model on the ILSVRC2012 validation data was 12.9%.
152
fMRI Data
153
Experimental Design: We acquired neuroimaging data by means of an event-related design in two separated 154 sessions, each performed in separated days with no more than 7 days between the first and second session.
155
Each session included six experimental runs as well as additional runs with unrelated stimuli for another 156 experiment (not reported here). The stimuli presentation was controlled by a PC running the Psychophysics 6 (repeated 4 times) was presented. Each trial was presented for 1500 ms, followed by a fixation screen for 1500 162 ms. Each run started and ended with 14 sec of fixation. During the whole experiment, each stimulus was 163 repeated 48 times. While scanning participants performed two different tasks ( Figure 1B ) counterbalanced 164 across runs. During the animacy task, participants judged animacy ("does this image depict a living animal?").
165
During the appearance task, participants judged object appearance ("does this image look like an animal?").
166
Participants responded 'yes' or 'no' with the index and middle finger. Response-finger associations were 167 counterbalanced across runs.
169
Acquisition Parameters: Imaging data was acquired on a 3T Philips scanner with a 32-channel coil at the 170 Department of Radiology of the University Hospitals Leuven. MRI volumes were collected using echo planar 171 (EPI) T2*-weighted scans. Acquisition parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR) of 2 s, echo time (TE) 172 of 30 ms, flip angle (FA) of 90°, field of view (FoV) of 216 mm, and matrix size of 72 x 72. Each volume 173 comprised 37 axial slices (covering the whole brain) with 3 mm thickness and no gap. The T1-weighted 174 anatomical images were acquired with an MP-RAGE sequence, with 1x1x1 mm resolution. 
183
(stimulus presentation + fixation) by a boxcar function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response 184 function in SPM. We also analyzed data for each task separately, for which purpose a general linear model 185 (GLM) was created for each task separately.
187
Regions of Interest (ROIs) definition: ROIs were defined at the group level with a combination of functional and 188 anatomical criteria. First, we selected all visually active voxels (all stimuli versus baseline) that exceeded the 189 statistical uncorrected threshold p < 0.001. Subsequently, we selected all spatially continuous voxels within 
196
Multivariate analyses were used to investigate the extent to which the two experimental dimensions (object 197 animacy and object appearance) explain representational content in behavioral, DNNs, and brain data (this 198 latter under different task conditions). For statistical tests, we took the following approach. For DNNs models,
199
given that only one similarity matrix for each model was available, statistical significance in the different analyses 200 (e.g., representational similarity analysis) was tested across stimuli with permutation tests (Figure 2) or pairwise 7 t-tests ( Figure 3 ). To be consistent, this approach was also applied to the behavioral data (i.e., these two 202 datasets were directly compared in Figure 2 and 3). For neural data, instead, given that individual subject data 203 was available, we tested significance across subjects with ANOVAs and pairwise t-tests (e.g., Figure 4 ). Whereas 204 corrections for multiple comparisons were applied for all analyses, for transparency, throughout the text 205 uncorrected p-values are reported. However, when p-values did not survive correction, we noted it in the text.
206
For all statistical tests we report exact p-values up to p = 0.00001, for lower p-values we report p < 0.00001.
207
ROI-based RSA: As before (Op de Beeck et al., 2010) , for each voxel within a given ROI, parameter estimates 208 for each condition (relative to baseline) were extracted for each participant and each run and normalized by 209 subtracting the mean response across all conditions. Subsequently, the data set was divided 100 times into 2 210 random subsets of runs (set-1 and set-2) and the voxel response patterns for each object pair were correlated 211 across these independent data sets. Correlations were averaged across the 100 iterations, thus resulting in an 212 asymmetric 27 × 27 correlation matrix for each task, participant and ROI. For each correlation matrix, cells 
222
Whole-brain RSA: In addition to ROI-based RSA, we performed a whole-brain RSA correlating the two models 223 (appearance, animacy) with neural patterns throughout the brain. The whole-brain RSA performed using the and each run and normalized by subtracting the mean response across all conditions. Resulting values were then 227 averaged across all runs. For each voxel in the brain, a searchlight was defined using a spherical neighborhood 228 with a variable radius, including the 100 voxels nearest to the center voxel. For each searchlight, the neural 229 dissimilarity matrix was computed for the 27 stimuli. The neural dissimilarity matrix (upper triangle) was then 230 correlated with the dissimilarity matrices derived from the two predictive models ( Figure 1C ). The output 231 correlation values were Fisher transformed and assigned to the center voxel of the sphere. Resulting whole-232 brain correlation maps for each of the models were directly contrasted and differences were tested using 233 random-effects whole-brain group analysis and corrected with the Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement (TFCE; 
242
We constructed a stimulus set to intentionally separate object appearance from object identity, including: 9 243 animals (e.g., a cow), 9 objects (e.g., a mug), and 9 lookalike objects, which consisted of objects (e.g., a cow-244 mug) that were matched to the inanimate objects in terms of object identity, and to the animals in terms of 245 appearance. This resulted in a stimulus set of 9 closely matched triads --27 stimuli in total ( Figure 1A ). The mug 246 and the cow-mug represent the same inanimate object, identical in many respects (e.g., function, size, material, 247 and manipulability) but their appearance. Conversely, relative to the cow-mug, the cow is a living animal and The stimulus set was specifically designed to dissociate object appearance from object 254 identity. We included 9 different object triads. Each triad included an animal (e.g., butterfly), an inanimate object (e.g., earring), and a 255 lookalike object closely matched to the inanimate object in terms of object identity and to the living animal in terms of object appearance 256 (e.g., a butterfly-shaped earring). (B) During fMRI acquisition, participants performed two different tasks counterbalanced across runs. During 257 the animacy task, participants judged animacy: "does this image depict a living animal?" During the animal appearance task, participants 258 judged animal resemblance: "does this image look like an animal?" Participants responded 'yes' or 'no' with the index and middle finger.
259
Responses were counterbalanced across runs. (C) Model predictions represent the required response similarity in the two tasks. The 260 animacy model predicts high similarity among images that share semantic living/animate properties, thus predicting all inanimate objects 261 (objects and lookalikes) to cluster together and separately from living animals. On the contrary, the animal appearance model predicts 262 similarities based on visual appearance despite differences in object identity and animacy, thus predicting lookalikes and animals to cluster 263 together and separately from inanimate objects. The two models are independent (r = 0.07).
265
Deep neural networks and human perception privilege object animacy over appearance
266
To test whether DNNs predict human perception on object animacy and appearance, we compared similarity 
292
Despite being orthogonal (r=0.07), both models predict animals and objects being separated from each other.
293
Therefore, in the next analysis we directly test whether lookalikes are represented more similar to animals or 294 other inanimate objects by computing two distance measures (Figure 3C-D): (1) the appearance distance (light 295 blue), reflects correlation distance between each animal (e.g., cow) and its matching lookalike object (e.g., cow-296 mug), and (2) the animate distance (dark blue), reflects correlation distance between each object (e.g., mug) 297 and its matching lookalike object (cow-mug).
298
Confirming the above results, human judgments privilege animacy over object appearance; a test 299 across all object triads showed that the appearance distance (mean = 0.36, SEM = 0.001) was significantly 300 larger than the object distance (mean = 0.019, SEM = 0.001; t (8) = 18.73, p < 0.00001; Figure 3C ). Similarly,
301
DNNs are not deceived by animal appearance and represent a cow-mug as being more similar to a mug 302 (animacy distance: VGG-19: mean 0.27, SEM 0.03; GoogLeNet: mean 0.35, SEM 0.05) as oppose to a living cow 303 (appearance distance: VGG-19: mean 0.27, SEM 0.03, t (8) = 4.93, p = 0.001; GoogLeNet: mean 0.35, SEM 0.05, 304 10 t (8) = 4.65, p = 0.002; Figure 3D ). Taken together, these data show that both humans and DNNs set apart 305 animate from inanimate objects in accordance with one of the most reported divisions in ventral occipito-306 temporal cortex (VTC) (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008b; Grill-Spector and Weiner, 2014 
320 321
Animal appearance explains representational content in the human visual cortex
322
The above results, from DNNs and human behavior, point to the animacy model as the representational 323 structure to sustain object representations even with a stimulus set that sets object animacy apart from object 324 visual appearance. Based on previous studies, we would expect this organizational principle to have its neural Figure 1B ). During the animacy task, participants judged whether the image on the screen depicted 330 a living animal (yes or no). During the appearance task, participants judged whether the image on the screen 331 looked like an animal (yes or no). In this way, we forced participants to group the lookalike condition in two 332 different ways depending on their properties ( Figure 1C) : either similarly to the object condition (as in the 333 animacy model) or similarly to the animal condition (as in the appearance model). Thus, in addition to test the 334 two independent predictive models, we can assess any task-related modulation.
335
We correlated the dissimilarity values predicted by the two models with the dissimilarity matrices derived from 336 neural activity patterns elicited in target regions of interest (ROIs; Figure 4A ) in visual cortex. Our main ROI was 337 11 VTC, divided into its anterior portion (ant VTC) and posterior portion (post VTC). In addition, we included V1 338 as a control ROI. Analyses were performed separately for each task (Figure 4 C-D), but when no task-related 339 effects were observed, we mostly focus on results for the combined dataset.
340
To investigate the role of animacy and animal appearance in driving the VTC organization, correlation 341 values were tested in a 3x2 ANOVA with ROI (V1, post VTC, ant VTC) and Model (appearance, animacy) as 342 within-subject factors. Results revealed a significant ROI x Model interaction (F (2,30) = 9.40, p = 0.001; Figure   343 4B), thus highlighting differences in the relation between the two models and representational content in the 344 three ROIs. No positive correlations were found in V1 (lookalike: t <1; animacy: t < 1), suggesting that our 345 stimulus set was constructed appropriately to investigate neural representations without trivial confounds with 346 low-level visual features. Unexpectedly, and differently from DNNs and behavioral results, neural 347 representations in anterior and posterior VTC were significantly more correlated with the appearance model 348 than the animacy model (post VTC: t (15) = 3.85, p = 0.002; ant VTC: t (15) = 4.00, p = 0.001). In addition, we 349 also observed differences between the anterior and posterior portion of VTC. Whereas in anterior VTC both 350 models were significantly correlated with the neural data (appearance: t (15) = 8.70, p < 0.00001; animacy: t (15) = 351 5.36, p < 0.00001), in posterior VTC, only correlations with the appearance model significantly differed from 352 baseline (lookalike: t (15) = 4.56, p = 0.0004; animacy: t < 1.5). Replicating results within subjects, data analyzed 353 for the two tasks separately did not reveal any task effect in VTC ( Figure 4C-D) . In both tasks, the appearance 354 model was significantly more correlated with the neural data as oppose to the animacy model in post VTC
355
(animacy task: t (15) = 3.83, p = 0.002; appearance task : t (15) = 3.05, p = 0.008) and ant VTC (animacy task: t (15) 356 = 2.97, p = 0.009; appearance task: t (15) = 3.44, p = 0.004). Furthermore, none of the ROIs showed an effect of 357 task in a direct statistical comparison (ant VTC: F < 1; post VTC: F < 1). To visualize the representational 358 structure in each ROI in more detail, dissimilarities matrices (averaged across tasks) are shown in Figure 6 A.
359
Findings from the ROI-based analysis were backed up by a whole-brain searchlight analysis, which 
379
To further quantify these results, as for behavior and DNNs data, we computed the appearance 380 distance (light blue) and the animacy distance (dark blue) for each object triad. A test across subjects showed 381 that in anterior VTC ( Figure 6B ), across all triads, the appearance distance (between each animal and its 382 matching lookalike) was significantly smaller (mean: 0.94, SEM: 0.02, t (15) = 3.97, p = 0.001) relative to the 13 animacy distance (between each object and its matching lookalike; mean: 1.02, SEM: 0.01). Converging results
384
where observed when the data were analyzed for the two tasks separately (animacy task: t (15) = 2.62, p = 385 0.019; appearance task: t (15) = 3.78, p = 0.002), thus highlighting the robustness of these findings. Results did not 386 reach significance in posterior VTC (animacy distance: mean 1.0, SEM: 0.02; appearance distance: mean 0.94, 387 SEM: 0.02; t (15) = 1.94, p = 0.07). Instead, in V1 we observed the opposite trend -smaller distance between 388 neural patterns for lookalikes and objects (animacy distance: mean 0.52, SEM: 0.01; appearance distance: mean 389 1.01, SEM: 0.01; t (15) = 4.81, p = 0.0002); thus, suggesting that results in ant VTC cannot be explained by 
394
(data averaged across tasks). (B) For the three ROIs, the appearance distance (light blue: between animals and lookalikes) and the animacy 395 distance (dark blue: between objects and lookalikes) are shown for each object triad (n = 9). Values are averaged across subjects (n =16) 396 and tasks (animacy and appearance) and shown on segments, each referring to an object triad. The length of the segments reflects the 397 whole dissimilarity space. Thus, for each chart, the inner and outer points represent the smaller and the largest dissimilarity value, 398 respectively. The closer values are to the center, the smaller the distance between stimuli within pairs.
400
Together these results show that the animacy organization reported in VTC is largely explained by 401 animal appearance rather than object animacy per se. Inanimate objects (e.g., cow-mug) that share with animals 402 neither functional properties nor animacy, are represented closer to living animals than to other inanimate 403 objects with which they share object category (e.g., a mug), and functional/semantic properties. The animal 404 appearance might relate to high-level visual features such as faces, eyes, limbs, and bodies, which are not 405 generally present in inanimate objects. This result, replicated across tasks, is particularly striking in light of the 406 aforementioned results from human judgments and DNNs, which privilege object animacy over appearance.
408
Do VTC representations distinguish between lookalikes and real animals?
409
In anterior VTC the two (independent) models both differ from baseline. Therefore, although the lookalikes 410 were closer to animals than to objects, lookalikes and animals might be encoded separately in VTC. Another 411 14 possibility is that the positive correlation with the animacy model is fully driven by the distinction between 412 animals and (non-lookalike) objects (which both predictive models share), without any representation of the 413 lookalikes as being different from real animals (on which the two predictive models make opposite predictions).
414
In other words, does VTC discriminate between animals and objects that look like animals or is it largely blind 415 to this category distinction? If VTC does not distinguish between animals and objects that have animal 416 appearance then there should be no difference between within-and between-condition correlations for these 417 two categories. In what follows we investigated this hypothesis.
418
To this aim, we computed the category index, which reflects the extent to which representations for 419 two conditions can be discriminated from each other. That is, for each subject and condition, the average 420 within-condition correlation (e.g., comparing an animal with other animals) and between-condition correlation 421 (e.g., comparing animals with lookalikes or objects) were calculated. For each condition pair (i.e., animal-422 lookalike, animal-object, and lookalike-object), the category index was computed as follows: first averaging the 423 two within-condition correlations (for animals and lookalikes) and then subtracting the between-condition 424 correlation for the same two categories (animals-lookalikes). For between-condition correlations, diagonal 425 values (e.g., duck and duck-kettle) were excluded from this computation to avoid intrinsic bias between 426 conditions that share either animal appearance (i.e., duck and duck-kettle) or object category (i.e., kettle and 427 duck-kettle). Category indexes above baseline indicate that two category representations are separated. In both 428 VTC regions, the category index could distinguish between animals and objects (ant VTC: t (15) = 6.00, p = 429 0.00002; post VTC: t (15) = 4.03, p = 0.001; Figure 7 , left panel), and objects and lookalikes (ant VTC: t (15) = 7.40, 430 p < 0.00001; post VTC: t (15) = 4.02, p = 0.001). The category index between animals and lookalikes was 431 significant in ant VTC (t (15) = 5.38, p = 0.00007) but did not differ from baseline (after correcting for multiple 432 comparisons: p 0.05/9 = p < 0.005) in post VTC (t (15) = 2.34, p = 0.03). Furthermore, in both ROIs, the 433 category index for animals and lookalikes was significantly smaller than the other two category indexes (ant 434 VTC: t (15) > 3.49, p < 0.004, for both indexes; post VTC: t (15) > 3.45, p < 0.005, for both indexes). In V1 none 435 of the conditions could be distinguished (t < 1, for all condition pairs). As for previous analyses, these results 436 were replicated when data were analyzed for each task separately (the category index for animals vs. lookalikes 437 was significantly smaller than the other two indexes: animacy task: p < 0.004; appearance task: p < 0.01). Thus,
438
VTC representations reflect animal appearance much more than animacy, with a small remaining difference 439 between animals and lookalikes in the anterior part of VTC (but not posterior VTC). 
449
For behavioral and DNNs data, asterisks indicate significant values relative to baseline, computed with permutation tests (10,000 450 randomizations of stimulus labels), and error bars indicate SE computed by bootstrap resampling of the stimuli. **** p < 0.00001, *** < p 451 < 0.0001, ** < p < 0.001, * < p < 0.01.
453
Different results were observed for behavioral judgments and DNNs. In both cases, category indexes 454 distinguished between animals and objects (behavior: p = 0.0001; VGG-19: p < 0.00001; GoogLeNet: p < 455 0.00001), between animals and lookalikes (behavior: p = 0.0006; VGG-19: p < 0.00001; GoogLeNet: p = 456 0.0005), but did not differ between lookalikes and objects (behavior: p = 0.03 -num. comparisons: p 0.05/3 = 457 p < 0.01; VGG-19: p = 0.46; GoogLeNet: p = 0.15). This suggests that differently from VTC representations, 458 human judgments and convolutional neural network take object category into account; two mugs belong to the 459 same object category regardless of their shape.
460
Together, these results show that representations in VTC are not predicted either by convolutional 461 neural networks or human judgments. Whereas the former privileges the role of animal appearance, the latter 462 favours the role of superordinate object category such as objects versus animals.
464
The coding for animal appearance in VTC interferes with invariant object identification.
465
Previous studies have shown that VTC contains information about object identity, with a high degree of 466 invariance for a variety of image transformations (Gross et al., 1972; Desimone et al., 1984; Grill-Spector et al., 467 1998; Grill-Spector et al., 1999) . Despite the reported finding that a lookalike object is represented very 468 differently from other objects, VTC representations might still allow for object identity identification (e.g.
469
recognizing that a cow-mug is a mug). To allow this, the representation of a lookalike object should be more 470 similar to another object from the same basic category (e.g., a cow-mug and a regular mug) than to other 471 objects. We operationalize this as the prediction that the within-triad correlation between each lookalike and its 472 corresponding non-lookalike object would be significantly higher than the average of correlation of this same 473 lookalike to objects from other triads. We call this the identity index. That is, for each subject and for each 474 lookalike object, we took the on-diagonal correlation (e.g., between the cow-mug and the mug) and subtracted 475 the average of off-diagonal correlations (e.g., between the cow-mug and the remaining objects). We computed 476 the identity index separately for animals (animal identity index: is a cow-mug closer to a cow relative to other 477 animals?) and objects (object identity index: is a cow-mug closer to a mug relative to other objects?). individual object ad animal pairs (e.g., the cow-mug and the mug represent the same object; the cow-mug and the cow represent the same 483 animal) and is computed separately for each condition (animals and objects). For each lookalike object (n= 9) we took the on-diagonal 484 correlation (e.g., between the cow-mug and the mug) and subtracted the average off-diagonal correlations (e.g., between the cow-mug and 485 the remaining objects). The identity index for animals and objects was computed for the brain data (V1, post VTC, and ant VTC), 
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For brain data, a test across all conditions (Figure 8 , left panel) revealed differences in the amount of 492 stimulus identity information carried in the three ROIs. In V1 there was significant identity information for 493 objects (t (8) = 4.76, p = 0.001) but not for animals (t < 1). This result can be explained considering differences 494 in image low-level visual properties across conditions; objects and lookalikes were more similar to each other 495 relative to animals and lookalikes. Confirming this interpretation, the same trend was observed for image pixel-496 wise information ( Figure 8A, right panel) , where we observed significant identity information for objects (t (8) = 497 3.16, p = 0.01) but not for animals (t < 1). In posterior VTC, neither identity index survived correction for 498 multiple comparisons (p 0.05/6 = p < 0.008; animals: t (8) = 2.82, p = 0.02; objects t (8) = 3.09, p = 0.01). In 499 anterior VTC object identity information decreased and animal identity information increased; here only the 500 animal identity index was significantly above baseline (animals: t (8) = 3.88, p = 0.005; objects: t (8) = 1.93, p = 501 0.09). Results were replicated when data were analyzed separately for the two tasks (ant VTC: animals, p < 502 0.009; objects, p > 0.4, for both tasks). Together, these results suggest that representational content in anterior 503 VTC is differently biased to represent animal and object's identity, containing more information for the former.
504
In line with previous analyses, different results were observed for behavioral judgments and DNNs. For 505 human similarity judgments, a test across conditions revealed significant identity information for both animals 506 (t (8) = 17.98, p < 0.00001) and objects (t (8) = 24.44, p < 0.00001; Figure 8A, middle panel) . Similarly, DNNs 507 were able to discriminate individual stimulus identities for animals (VGG-19: t (8) = 3.84, p = 0.005; GoogLeNet: 508 t (8) = 5.42, p = 0.0006) as well as objects (VGG-19: t (8) = 5.67, p = 0.0005; GoogLeNet: t (8) = 5.04, p = 0.001; 509 Figure 8A, 
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Our results can be summarized as follows. First, representational content in VTC reflects animal 527 appearance more than object identity and animacy; even though the mug and the cow-mug share many high-528 level properties (e.g., object identity, size, function, manipulation), as well as low-level properties (e.g., shape and 529 texture), VTC represents a cow-mug closer to a real cow than to a mug. Second, VTC representations are not 530 explained by either human perception or DNNs, which were not deceived by object appearance, and judged a 531 cow-mug being closer to a mug as opposed to a real cow. Third, given its bias in favor of animal appearance,
532
VTC representations are remarkably poor in providing information about object identity, that is, to reflect that a 533 cow-mug is a mug. This is not a desirable property for a 'what' pathway that, according to uniformly held views 534 in visual neuroscience (e.g., DiCarlo et al., 2012) , builds up representations that sustain reliable and 535 transformation-invariant object identification and categorization. Fourth, VTC representations are not 536 modulated by task demand, and the similarity in responses to animals and lookalike objects persists even when 537 participants performed a task requiring focusing on object animacy.
538
The animacy division is considered one of the main organizational principles in visual cortex (e.g., Grill-
539
Spector and Weiner, 2014), but information content underlying this division is highly debated (Baldassi et al., 540 2013; Grill-Spector and Weiner, 2014; Nasr et al., 2014; Bracci and Op de Beeck, 2016; Bracci et al., 2017b;  541 Kalfas et al., 2017) . Animacy and other category distinctions are often correlated with a range of low-and 542 higher-level visual features such as the spatial frequency spectrum (Nasr et al., 2014; Rice et al., 2014) and shape 543 (Cohen et al., 2014; Jozwik et al., 2016) , but the animacy structure remains even when dissociated from such 544 features (Bracci and Op de Beeck, 2016). Here we question what we imply with animacy. Previous reports 545 suggest that the extent to which an object is perceived as being alive and animate is reflected in VTC 546 representations, giving rise to a continuum where those animals perceived more animate (e.g., primates) are 547 closely represented to humans, whereas those animals perceived less animate (e.g., bugs) are represented away 548 from humans and closer to inanimate objects (Connolly et al., 2012; Sha et al., 2015) . Contrary to this 549 prediction, our results suggest that information content underlying the animacy organization does not relate to 550 the animacy concept: whether an object is perceived as being alive and animate is close to irrelevant. Instead, 551 what mostly matters is animal appearance; that is, whether an inanimate object lookalikes and shares high-level 552 visual features with animals. Indeed, in VTC, inanimate objects such as a mug, a water kettle, or a pair of slippers 553 with animal features (e.g., eyes, mouth, tail) are represented close to living animals (Figure 4,6) .
554
Does this mean that it is all about animal appearance? Probably not: our results showed that VTC 555 representational content can be explained by both models, though uncorrelated (r = 0.07; Figure 4) , and carries 556 enough information to distinguish between real animals and lookalikes (Figure 7) . What we suggest is that 557 information about animals in VTC is overrepresented relative to information about objects -to the extent that 558 19 even inanimate objects, if having animal appearance, are represented similarly to animate entities. A VTC bias 559 towards animal representations was further supported by results showing significant information for animal's 560 identity, which was not observed for objects; that is, VTC representations contain information to discriminate 561 that a duck-shaped water kettle represents a duck, but not to discriminate that it is a kettle (Figure 8 ). An
